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Abstract

We propose a framework for the full two-way coupling of rigid and deformable bodies, which is achieved with
both a unified time integration scheme as well as individual two-way coupled algorithms at each point of that
scheme. As our algorithm is two-way coupled in every fashion, we do not require ad hoc methods for dealing with
stability issues or interleaving parts of the simulation. We maintain the ability to treat the key desirable aspects
of rigid bodies (e.g. contact, collision, stacking, and friction) and deformable bodies (e.g. arbitrary constitutive
models, thin shells, and self-collisions). In addition, our simulation framework supports more advanced features
such as proportional derivative controlled articulation between rigid bodies. This not only allows for the robust
simulation of a number of new phenomena, but also directly lends itself to the design of deformable creatures with
proportional derivative controlled articulated rigid skeletons that interact in a life-like way with their environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling, Physically based modeling

Keywords: rigid bodies, deformable solids, two-way coupling

1. Introduction

A number of authors have proposed methods for simulat-
ing two-way coupling between rigid and deformable bod-
ies, see e.g. [BW97, OZH00, JV03, LF04, SSIF07b]. Al-
though coupling deformable and rigid bodies is interest-
ing from the standpoint of simulating new phenomena as
demonstrated by those authors, it is also quite interesting
from the standpoint of designing creatures. Typically crea-
tures are designed as articulated rigid bodies with some
sort of joint or muscle control with notable examples being
Luxo Jr. [WK88], athletes from the 1996 Summer Olympics
[HWBO95], and the virtual stunt man of [FvT01]. However,
creatures are more life-like when their internal skeleton can
be used to drive a deformable exterior, such as the tentacles
for Davy Jones [CDH06, Wei07]. The difficulty with wrap-
ping a rigid skeleton with a deformable exterior is that the
creature can only interact with its environment if environ-
mental forces deform the exterior, and the deformable exte-
rior subsequently applies forces to the rigid interior. That is,
modeling deformable creatures with rigid skeletons requires
two-way rigid/deformable interaction [GOT∗07].

For the two-way coupling of physical phenomena, there
are two common approaches. One approach is to start with
the best methods for each phenomenon and subsequently
design methods for linking these disparate simulation tech-
niques together. Typically interleaving is necessary, where
each simulation is run using the results of the previous one
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in an alternating one-way coupled fashion. This leads to sta-
bility issues as one system cannot adequately predict what
the other system will do–similar to explicit time integration.
Various ad hoc tricks can be applied to increase the stability
making the system semi-implicit (e.g. solving for the effect
of damping forces between rigid and deformable bodies im-
plicitly, and subsequently mapping the momentum back to
the rigid body simulator [SSIF07b]). Still, stability issues
remain. The other approach is to design a fully two-way
coupled system, and there are essentially two ways to ac-
complish this. One could use the same type of simulation
for both types of phenomena (e.g. SPH for both solids and
liquids [MST∗04] or cloth as an articulated net of rigid bod-
ies [Ben07]). Unfortunately, this typically leads to inferior
methods for at least one of the two phenomena being simu-
lated. For example, one could imagine extending the mass-
spring simulation framework to the rigid limit and simulat-
ing rigid bodies with very stiff springs. We take the alterna-
tive approach and fully hybridize the simulation frameworks
in a manner that maintains the ability to use the more ad-
vanced techniques for each physical phenomenon. That is,
we want to retain the ability of our rigid body framework
to accurately model contact, collision, stacking, friction, ar-
ticulation, proportional derivative (PD) control, etc., and our
deformable object framework to handle arbitrary constitu-
tive models, finite elements, masses and springs, volumes or
thin shells, contact, collision, self-collision, etc. In addition,
we would like to maintain stability and avoid ad hoc methods
for interleaving the simulations.

Full two-way coupling of state-of-the-art rigid body and
deformable object time integration schemes, though seem-
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Figure 1: Chain composed of both rigid and deformable tori, as well as loops of articulated rigid bodies. The leftmost torus is
static, and the rightmost torus is kinematically spun to wind and unwind the chain.

ingly straightforward, is more difficult and subtle than it
appears. Robust rigid body systems tend to be sensitive to
the time integration scheme, because a minor change in the
scheme can, for example, cause blocks to tumble rather than
slide down an inclined plane. In contrast, deformable object
Newmark schemes are far less sensitive and allow more free-
dom in the way collisions are processed but utilize separate
position and velocity updates as well as implicit solves. Our
approach demonstrates that we can fully integrate these dis-
parate methods without losing their individual capabilities.
Notably, this can be done by coupling together standard rigid
body and standard deformable body simulation systems us-
ing our newly proposed techniques instead of requiring one
to design a unique simulation system from scratch.

We propose a unified time integration scheme, where the
rigid and deformable bodies are integrated forward together
in every manner, not only with position and velocity evo-
lution, but such that collision, contact, interpenetration res-
olution, etc. are all handled at the fine-grained level with
fully two-way coupled algorithms. On the rigid body side,
we were guided by the time integration scheme proposed
by [GBF03], which proposes a clean separation of contact
and collision and handles both simple and more complex
scenarios ranging from a block sliding down an inclined
plane to large-scale stacking behaviors. We also wanted our
rigid body simulator to include the effects of articulation and
internally torque controlled joints [WTF06,WGF08]. On the
deformable side, we required a Newmark-style algorithm
as in [SSIF07b], which cleanly separates the evolution of
position and velocity. The deformable algorithm should at
least be implicit on the damping forces as in [BFA02] but
could also be fully implicit as in [BW98]. We propose such
a time integration scheme, which evolves every object syn-
chronously using fully coupled algorithms at each step.

We describe in detail the steps of our unified time integra-
tion scheme below. We note, however, that the approach does

not depend on our particular choice of algorithms for the var-
ious subsystems but rather serves as a proof of concept of the
benefits of a unified approach. Other choices of specific al-
gorithms, e.g., for contact and collision, can be substituted.
Much of what we incorporate is optional, including the in-
compressibility of [ISF07], the articulation of [WTF06], the
PD control of [WGF08], and the bindings of [SSIF07b]. We
include them to demonstrate the breadth of phenomena that
can be incorporated.

2. Time Integration

The basic structure of our time integration scheme is that
of a Newmark method. Newmark methods are characterized
by separate position and velocity updates. In particular, the
velocity used in the position update can be distinct from
the final velocity, and we take advantage of this to treat the
position and velocity updates differently. For example, one
might add constraint violating components to the velocity
during the position update to correct drift, while projecting
out these components in the final velocity update (e.g. as
in [ISF07]). Moreover, maintaining the Newmark structure
allows us to incorporate a wide range of algorithms from
computational mechanics. For example, we can enforce the
incompressibility of materials, deal with contact and colli-
sions, self-collisions, friction, etc. For background on the
Newmark family of methods see e.g. [Hug00].

We begin by outlining our time integration scheme as
composed of five major steps:

I. Advance velocity vn → ṽn+ 1
2

II. Apply collisions vn → v̂n, ṽn+ 1
2 → v̂n+ 1

2

III. Apply contact and constraint forces v̂n+ 1
2 → vn+ 1

2

IV. Advance positions xn → xn+1 using vn+ 1
2 , v̂n → vn

V. Advance velocity vn → vn+1

Adhering to the time integration scheme proposed in
[GBF03], we cleanly separate position and velocity updates
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Figure 2: Silver rigid boxes and orange deformable boxes
are arranged to form a stack, which is knocked down by a
rigid ball.

from contact and collision. Collisions are done with time
tn velocities so that objects in contact do not bounce, and
contacts are performed only on a subset of pairs processed
by collisions so that one does not inaccurately apply con-
tact forces to objects before they collide. The algorithmic
ordering of collisions followed by contact followed by po-
sition updates followed by velocity updates is exactly as
in [GBF03] except for the initial advancement of velocities
to vn+1/2. In fact, their algorithm would have been more ac-
curate if it had done this, as opposed to using the full ∆t for
the predictive velocities, obtaining xn+1 = xn +∆tvn +∆t2a.
[WGF08] took special measures to deal with this inaccu-
racy, changing parameters to get the desired solution. Using
vn+1/2 as in the Newmark scheme automatically alleviates
this issue.

Each of the five major steps of the time integration scheme
is further described in the five sections that follow.

3. Step I: Advance Velocity

Typically the first step in a Newmark iteration scheme is to
predict the velocity that will be used to update the positions.
We accomplish this as follows:

1. Advance velocities vn+ 1
2

? = vn + ∆t
2 a(tn+ 1

2 ,xn,vn+ 1
2

? )

2. Apply volume correction vn+ 1
2

? → vn+ 1
2

??

3. Apply self-repulsions vn+ 1
2

?? → ṽn+ 1
2

Here and in the remainder of the paper we use starred
variables to denote intermediate states that do not carry
over from section to section. When using semi-implicit
time integration with implicit, linear damping forces as
in [BMF03], step 1 requires the solution of a linear sys-
tem, which we solve using the conjugate gradient method.
One could instead use the fully implicit method from
[BW98]. In that case step 1 becomes vn+1/2

? = vn +
∆t
2 a(tn+1/2,xn+1/2,vn+1/2

? ), where xn+1/2 is replaced with

Figure 3: A row of silver rigid balls and yellow deformable
balls are impacted by a rigid ball. The yellow balls are mod-
eled as deformable and incompressible materials.

xn+1/2 = xn + ∆t
2 vn+1/2

? . The resulting nonlinear equation
is subsequently solved via Newton-Raphson iteration. Dur-
ing the solve, the acceleration in step 1 is projected to sat-
isfy equality constraints such as joint velocity equality con-
straints, but we avoid applying constraints that may lead to
undesirable sticking artifacts at this stage.

If we are simulating incompressible solids, as in Fig-
ure 3, step 2 adjusts the velocities such that local volume er-
rors will be corrected when positions are advanced [ISF07].
One could also make the velocity field inextensible as in
[GHF∗07]. Step 3 applies self-repulsions as in [BFA02].

While we include steps 2 and 3 here, the only essential
part of Step I is to advance the velocity to time tn+1/2 as
required by the Newmark structure.

4. Step II: Collisions

Once the time tn+1/2 velocities have been computed,
we correct them for rigid/rigid, rigid/deformable and de-
formable/deformable collisions. As in [GBF03], collisions
are processed before contact to allow elastically colliding
rigid bodies to bounce. The main goal of this step is to adjust
velocities for collisions, and other collision algorithms may
be used. The steps we use for our collision processing are

1. Process collisions vn → vn
?

2. Apply post-stabilization vn
? → v̂n

3. Re-evolve velocities v̂n+ 1
2 = v̂n +(ṽn+ 1

2 −vn)

For collision detection, all positions are evolved forward
in time to look for interferences between pairs of rigid/rigid,
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Figure 4: Ten rigid balls and ten deformable tori fall on a cloth trampoline. The trampoline is constructed by embedding the
cloth in a kinematically controlled torus, which tosses the objects after they have landed and then allows them to settle.

rigid/deformable, or deformable/deformable bodies using
the update formula xn+1

? = xn +∆tṽn+ 1
2 (see Section 4.1 for

rigid body orientations). As in [GBF03], collisions are pro-
cessed using vn so that objects in contact do not bounce even
when they have nonzero coefficient of restitution. For details
on rigid/rigid collisions, see [GBF03]. Rigid/deformable
collisions are processed by iteratively colliding each par-
ticle of the deformable body against the rigid body. Each
rigid/particle pair is processed using the rigid/rigid colli-
sion algorithm treating the particle as a rigid body (with an
infinite inertia tensor) and a zero coefficient of restitution.
For deformable/deformable pairs, one could use tetrahedral
collisions as in [TSIF05], however we instead use the self-
collisions of [BFA02] after the position update as described
in Section 6.

In Gauss-Seidel fashion, we iteratively process the colli-
sions one pair at a time and re-update the post-collision po-
sition of each body via xn+1

? = xn + ∆t(vn
? +(ṽn+1/2− vn))

where ṽn+1/2 − vn includes the forces added in step 1 of
Section 3. If no collision was applied, then vn

? = vn, and the
position is unchanged. Note that the positions computed here
are only used to resolve collisions and are subsequently dis-
carded. We also explicitly save a list of all pairs processed

Figure 5: The four silver boxes are rigid, and the deformable
blue bar is attached to the boxes using the embedding frame-
work of [SSIF07b]. The far left box is kinematically rotated,
causing the bar to twist and subsequently turn the box to its
right, which is attached to the static box to the right of it by a
twist joint. The free box on top falls off as the bar is twisted.

so that contact later considers only those pairs already pro-
cessed by collisions. This ensures that newly colliding ob-
jects will have an opportunity to bounce before being pro-
cessed for contact. After processing collisions, we apply the
post-stabilization algorithm of [WTF06] to ensure that the
collision velocities do not violate joint constraints. Finally,
step 3 applies the effects of collisions v̂n − vn to the time
tn+1/2 velocities ṽn+1/2.

4.1. Second Order Rigid Body Evolution

Given a rigid body in a certain orientation with a cer-
tain kinetic energy and angular momentum, the number of
states the rigid body is allowed to evolve to in the absence
of external torque is limited by conservation of both en-
ergy and momentum. Not every orientation will conserve
both quantities, and typical simulators only conserve mo-
mentum, allowing kinetic energy to rise or fall. [WTF06]
used the first order update qn+1 = q̂(∆tω)qn where q̂ =
(cos(|ω|/2),sin(|ω|/2)ω/|ω|) is the unit quaternion which
rotates by |ω| around the vector ω. To reduce errors in kinetic
energy, we instead propose using the second order update
qn+1 = q̂(∆tω+(1/2)∆t2I−1(L×ω))qn. A straightforward
Taylor expansion can be used to verify that this formula is
second order accurate, and we note that it essentially uses a
time tn+1/2 angular velocity ω similar to Newmark methods.
The Taylor expansion is simplified by observing that q̂(ω) is
equivalent to eω

∗
, where ω

∗ is the cross product matrix of
ω.

5. Step III: Contact and Constraint Forces

The main purpose of this section is contact and contraint pro-
cessing. Articulation and PD are optional, and other contact
processing algorithms could be substituted. The steps used
for the contact and constraint forces stage are

1. Compute contact graph using v̂n and v̂n+ 1
2

2. Apply PD to velocities v̂n+ 1
2 → vn+ 1

2
?
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Figure 6: 1600 bodies are dropped on a 5×5 grid of static rigid pegs to form a pile. There are 160 colored deformable balls,
160 colored deformable tori, 160 rainbow-colored articulated loops with six rigid bodies each, 160 silver rigid balls and 160
blue rigid rings.

3. Apply contact and pre-stabilization vn+ 1
2

? → vn+ 1
2

We compute a contact graph for the rigid bodies similar
to [GBF03] which also includes the order in which articu-
lated rigid bodies will be processed for pre-stabilization as
in [WTF06]. We also apply PD control, see [WGF08]. Pro-
ceeding in the order determined by the contact graph, each
rigid body is processed in turn for contact with all rigid and
deformable bodies it interpenetrates. For rigid/rigid pairs, we
perform contact as in [GBF03]. Rigid/deformable pairs are
treated in the same manner as they were treated for colli-
sions, since we always treat deformable body collisions in-
elastically. This process is iterated as in [GBF03]. If one
were using tetrahedral collisions for deformable/deformable
pairs [TSIF05], they would also be processed at this stage.
We instead apply the self-collisions of [BFA02] after the
position update as described in Section 6 to resolve de-
formable/deformable contact. The stack in Figure 2 demon-
strates the effectiveness of the two-way contact algorithm,
standing upright until being struck at its base by a rigid ball.

5.1. Improved Pre-stabilization

[WTF06] performed pre-stabilization on orientations by
solving a quaternion equation of the form f (jτ) = qp(jτ)−
qc(jτ) = 0 using Newton-Raphson iteration. To alleviate is-
sues with quaternion subtraction, we instead solve g(jτ) =
qpq−1

c = (±1,0). g(jτ) consists of both a scalar and vec-
tor part, and it turns out to be enough to solve the nonlinear
equation that sets the vector part equal to 0.

6. Step IV: Advance Positions

In the preceeding steps, we made all the desired adjustments
to the velocities. The purpose of Step IV is then to evolve the
bodies to their final positions, which we do as follows:

1. Advance positions x̂n+1 = xn +∆tvn+ 1
2

2. Interpenetration resolution x̂n+1 → xn+1

3. Post-stabilization v̂n → vn

Since our rigid/rigid and rigid/deformable contact algo-
rithms do not guarantee that the bodies are completely in-
terpenetration free, we apply an interpenetration resolution
method (similar in spirit to [Bar96]), as described in detail
below. Finally, since steps 1 and 2 changed rigid body ori-
entations, rigid body angular velocities also changed, and
thus post-stabilization of velocities for articulated rigid bod-
ies must be applied.

6.1. Interpenetration Resolution

One might consider an approach to resolving penetration
that operates by iterating pairwise algorithms. This approach
suffers from the messenger problem, where a large amount
of momentum must be exchanged through low-capacity
messengers. Consider a row of colliding objects, with the
outer two objects being massive and the objects between
them being light. The collision must be resolved by mov-
ing the massive outer bodies, which requires the exchange
of a large impulse. Because the objects in between are light,
they are unable to transfer large impulses without obtaining
high velocities. Each collision processing step is only able
to transfer an impulse across the chain one body at a time,
so a large number of iterations are required to complete the
momentum transfer.

With this in mind, we propose a novel method to remove
small interpenetrations between bodies. Rather than process
pairwise as was done for the contact and collision algo-
rithms, we consider one central object (either a rigid body or
a particle of a deformable body) at a time and push out every
outer object (rigid or deformable) intersecting it simultane-
ously in a fully two-way coupled fashion. This helps address
the messenger problem by allowing a single step to transfer
impulses two links at a time instead of one and by avoiding
the problem entirely when there is only one such light body.
This approach is not easily applied to the full contact and
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Figure 7: A snake constructed by embedding a 12-joint articulated rigid body skeleton in a deformable body. The snake
sidewinds up and down stairs using PD-control on its skeleton.

collision problems, primarily because of the complications
introduced by friction. The central body c exchanges an im-
pulse jo with an outer body o resulting in a change in relative
velocity at the pair’s intersection point of

m−1
c j+ r∗o

T I−1
c jτ−Kojo = vo (1)

where Ko = m−1
o δ + q∗o

T I−1
o q∗o , ro and qo are the vectors

from the center of masses of body c and body o to the point
of application of jo, respectively, and j = −∑o jo and jτ =
−∑o r∗o jo are the net linear and angular impulses applied to
body c. Solving Equation (1) for jo and plugging the result
into the expressions for j and jτ gives the symmetric 6× 6
systemmcδ + ∑

o
K−1

o ∑
o

K−1
o r∗o T

∑
o

r∗o K−1
o Ic + ∑

o
r∗o K−1

o r∗o T

( m−1
c j

I−1
c jτ

)
=

 ∑
o

K−1
o vo

∑
o

r∗o K−1
o vo

.

(2)
Once Equation (2) is solved for the net impulse j and jτ on

the central body, each jo is obtained from substitution into
Equation (1). To achieve a desired separation distance do,
we take vo = do/∆τ and integrate positions with the velocity
change due to the computed impulses for a pseudo-time of
∆τ. The above procedure is iterated over the bodies and is
both more accurate and converges faster than an analogous
pairwise method.

Equations (1) and (2) apply generally to both rigid bodies
and deformable particles, with the simplification that ro = 0
for a central deformable particle (reducing Equation (2) to a
3× 3 system) and that qo = 0 for an outer deformable par-
ticle. When the central body is static or kinematic (having
infinite inertia) the equations for the outer bodies decouple
as the first two terms in Equation (1) vanish. When any outer
bodies are static or kinematic the system must be decom-
posed into the degrees of freedom determined by the static
bodies and the remaining degrees of freedom corresponding
to the nullspace of the equations for the static bodies. After-
wards, the system can be reassembled and solved. For more
details see [Shi08].

7. Step V: Advance Velocity

The second half of the Newmark time integration scheme is
the velocity update, which we do as follows:

1. Make incompressible vn → vn
?

2. vn+1
? = vn

? +∆t â(tn+ 1
2 , 1

2 (xn +xn+1), 1
2 (vn

? +vn+1
? ))

3. vn+1
?? = vn

? +∆t a(tn+ 1
2 , 1

2 (xn +xn+1), 1
2 (vn

? +vn+1
? ))

4. Apply constraints: post-stabilization, PD control, contact,
post-stabilization and self-repulsions vn+1

?? → vn+1

We project the velocity field for incompressibility before
our velocity evolution as in [ISF07]. In step 2, we use a vari-
ant of trapezoid rule to solve for the velocities. In practice,
we break this step into a backward Euler solve followed by
extrapolation as in [SSIF07b]. We note that one could in-
stead use backward Euler, which introduces more damping.
We discuss steps 2-4 in more detail below.

7.1. Constrained Solve

The linear system in step 2 is solved using conjugate gradi-
ents. We include as many linear constraints as possible in the
conjugate gradient solve, accounting for post-stabilization of
joints between rigid bodies and two-way contact. This is de-
sirable because it allows the effects of constraints to propa-
gate instantly during the implicit solve. Note that â has been
used instead of a in step 2 above to indicate that these forces
are modified during the conjugate gradient solve by applying
projections to satisfy constraints as in [BW98].

7.2. Final Velocities

As shown in [BW98], the unprojected residual of the con-
verged system in step 2 gives the net normal force due to all
constraints. [BW98, SSIF07a] use the unprojected residual
to compute frictional forces due to contact between parti-
cles and a single immovable body. They are able to postpro-
cess each particle independently based on the normal force
it feels because they enforce contact in a one-way fashion.
That is, computing the frictional forces on a particle results
in a change in the particle’s tangential velocity relative to the
body, but does not affect the body’s velocity. Thus, the parti-
cle/body interactions are decoupled, with the body acting as
though it had infinite inertia.

In contrast to [BW98, SSIF07a], the interactions we com-
pute are fully two-way. Thus, we cannot postprocess con-
strained particles for friction independently after the solve,
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Figure 8: Objects sliding down an inclined plane with fric-
tion. From left to right: analytic solution, rigid box, de-
formable box and a single particle.

since these constraints are not decoupled. Furthermore, the
residual only yields the net force, so we would not be able to
untangle the effects of multiple interactions. Therefore, we
propose a novel framework of incorporating the constraints
into conjugate gradients only for the purpose of determining
damping forces (and elastic forces if they are treated implic-
itly) and apply friction, contact, etc. as a postprocess. Step 3
uses the result of step 2 to compute the acceleration a as op-
posed to the projected acceleration â. Thus, all of the projec-
tions in step 2 only help to determine what velocity vn+1

? will
be used to evaluate the damping forces in step 3. This ap-
proach produces accurate friction as illustrated in Figure 8.

An issue in our approach is that the postprocess of the
velocities for constraint forces does not allow the damping
forces to act on forces applied during the postprocess un-
til the next time step. Thus, one needs to realize that there
are undamped velocities, e.g. when computing a CFL con-
dition. In addition, those velocities may get damped based
on a smaller time step than the time step in which they
were applied. We have nevertheless found that we can work
around this by simply moving the postprocesses after apply-
ing explicit forces but before the conjugate gradient solve
(the postprocesses still see explicit forces but not implicit
forces and will thus be less accurate). We note that this was
only done for the large pile example, and all other examples
were run as described above.

7.3. Enforcing Constraints in the Solve

We enforce the linear constraints in the conjugate gradient
solve in a momentum-conserving way. Let the constraints
be written as CT v = 0, where C is a matrix of coeffi-
cients and v is a vector containing the linear and angular
velocities of all particles and rigid bodies. If M−1 is the
block-diagonal mass matrix, the projection to be applied is
δ−M−1C(CT M−1C)−1CT , where δ is the identity ma-
trix. This general form for the projection matrix holds for

Figure 9: Maggots constructed by embedding a two-joint
PD-controlled articulated rigid body skeleton into a de-
formable body. The top row shows a maggot on the ground,
and trapped under a large rigid body. The bottom row shows
20 maggots dropped into a bowl wriggling and interacting
with each other, and the last image also has them interacting
with 20 rigid tori.

both rigid bodies and individual particles. When there are
multiple constraints, we iterate these projections using for-
ward and backward sweeps to ensure our projection step is
symmetric even if it has not fully converged as in [ISF07].
The resulting matrix is always symmetric positive semidefi-
nite and can be solved with conjugate gradients provided the
residual is properly projected at each iteration.

An alternative approach would be to solve the augmented
system (or KKT system), which is symmetric and indefinite.
This system was solved efficiently in [Bar96] for the case
of explicitly integrated applied forces and a loop-free set of
constraints. In the case of loops, such as those introduced
by loops of articulated rigid bodies or implicitly integrated
damping forces, this approach is no longer efficient. Another
possible approach is to solve the KKT system with an iter-
ative Krylov solver for indefinite systems, avoiding the pro-
jections at the cost of potentially inferior convergence char-
acteristics.

Post-stabilization The post-stabilization algorithm of
[WTF06] is included in our conjugate gradient solve to
project the rigid body velocities in a momentum-conserving
fashion so that they satisfy joint constraints. Since step 3
discards these velocities, they are reapplied in step 5.

Rigid/rigid contact We incorporate rigid/rigid contact con-
straints into the solve by creating joints just prior to the solve
and removing them afterwards. In this fashion, we are able
to use the articulated rigid body post-stabilization algorithm
for projecting contact constraints during the conjugate gra-
dient solve. When computing contact (during step 3 of Sec-
tion 5) we record all points on the surface of one rigid body
processed for contact against another. For each such point,
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Figure 10: A deformable fish constructed by embedding a
four-joint PD-controlled articulated rigid body skeleton. The
fish is dropped on the ground and flops back and forth inter-
acting with its environment.

we use its time tn+1 location and the level set normal from
the other body at that point. We then construct a joint that
only constrains motion in the normal direction and leaves
the other two prismatic degrees of freedom and all angular
degrees of freedom unconstrained.

Rigid/deformable contact Rigid/deformable contact pro-
jection is performed in a manner similar to interpenetration
resolution as described in Section 6.1. We process a rigid
body against all particles in contact with it simultaneously.
However, we restrict impulses to the normal direction no
during this contact processing phase. We target a relative
change vo that will cancel out the relative velocities in the
normal direction of the particle and the body at the inter-
section point po. If the central body is kinematic, the parti-
cles are given an impulse in the normal direction that can-
cels the relative normal velocity between the particle and the
rigid body. Otherwise we apply impulses jono (where jo is
a scalar) to each outer body c at po so that

nT
o (m−1

c j+ r∗o
T I−1

c jτ−Ko jono) = nT
o vo. (3)

Using Lo = nonT
o (nT

o Kono)−1, we can express these equa-
tions in the form(

mcδ + ∑
o

Lo ∑
o

Lor∗o T

∑
o

r∗o Lo Ic + ∑
o

r∗o Lor∗o T

)(
m−1

c j
I−1
c jτ

)
=

(
−∑

o
Lovo

−∑
o

r∗o Lovo

)
(4)

where the net linear and angular impulses applied to the cen-
tral body are j =−∑o jono and jτ =−∑o r∗o jono. This 6×6
system is symmetric positive definite and can be solved to

obtain j and jτ, from which jo is obtained by substitution
into Equation (3).

Self-repulsions Self-repulsions apply forces between edge-
edge and point-triangle pairs to help avoid collisions
[BFA02]. In the conjugate gradient solve, we use the pro-
jection algorithm proposed in [ISF07] to enforce these con-
straints.

8. Examples

Figure 5 illustrates that we can use the embeddings of
[SSIF07b] in our fully two-way coupled approach. Note that
[SSIF07b] was unable to handle two-way collisions and con-
tact and more generally used an interleaved, semi-implicit
approach to rigid/deformable coupling. Figure 1 demon-
strates the robustness of the algorithm which allows stable
two-way interaction between many types of competing con-
straints. Figure 4 demonstrates the ability of the two-way
contact and collision algorithms to handle both volumetric
objects and thin shells. Figure 6 demonstrates the ability
of the algorithm to handle simulations with large numbers
of two-way coupled bodies. One of the major applications
of two-way rigid/deformable coupling is the simulation of
skeleton-controlled deformable objects that can interact with
their environment as shown in Figures 7, 9 and 10. Table 1
provides timing information for all of the examples in this
paper. Most of the examples were fast enough that we sim-
ply ran them with conservative time steps, whereas the large
pile was expensive enough to warrant performance tuning.

9. Conclusions

We propose a novel time integration scheme for two-
way coupling rigid and deformable bodies that retains the
strengths of deformable object simulators and rigid body
simulators. We build upon existing algorithms for rigid/rigid
and deformable/deformable interaction and where necessary
propose new fully-coupled algorithms. The resulting scheme
handles two-way coupled contact, collision, stacking, fric-
tion, articulation, and PD control. We use our framework to
simulate life-like creatures that interact with their environ-
ment.
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